
MERCEDES-BENZ GLC 43 AMG COUPE
Origin: Poland 1st owner VAT invoice Authorised service only

OVERVIEW

VEHICLE DATA

MAKE Mercedes-Benz
MODEL GLC
YEAR 2019
MILEAGE 44 000km
VERSION AMG Coupe 43 4-Matic
ENGINE  2 996cm3 in the V6 system
ENGINE POWER 390 HP
TRANSMISSION Automatic, 8-speed, Speed shift TCT 9G
FUEL TYPE Petrol



DRIVETRAIN 4x4 4Matic
BODY STYLE SUV

HISTORY

ORIGIN Poland
1ST OWNER Yes
ACCIDENT FREE Yes
1ST REGISTRATION DATE 19/12/2019
AUTHORISED SERVICES ONLY Yes
29/12/2020 – 20 956 km Inspection with engine oil and filter change

28/12/2021 – 40 104 km Inspection with engine oil and filter change, brake
fluid change and brake pads at the front

FEATURES

Selenite gray Shape - Matt gray
Upholstery - Designo leather white and black
Wheels - AMG 20-inch alloy wheels
Interior - black ash wood and brushed aluminum
AMG lineup

AIRMATIC Dual Control - semi-active air suspension
AMG active exhaust system
AMG steering wheel in Nappa leather
Driving program selector - AGILITY SELECT
Navigation with MB Connect services
Enhanced MBUX features
Augmented reality for MBUX
Electric panoramic sunroof
Apple Carplay
Android Auto
Adaptive Cruise Control Plus (DISTRONIC PLUS)
Active parking assistant
Active lane change assistant
Active steering assistant
Driver concentration assistant
Blind spot assistant
Traffic sign recognition assistant
DISTRONIC PLUS with cross traffic assistant (DTR+Q)
Keyless Go
Adaptive highbeam assistant Plus MULTIBEAM LED headlights
Dynamic LED headlights
Intelligent Headlight Control Plus (IHC+)
PARKTRONIC with 360° camera and front and rear sensors
Ambient light
Electrically operated trunk lid
THERMATIC 3-zone automatic climate control
Memory package for the driver's seat (seat, steering column and mirrors)
Burmester Surround sound system
Acoustic side windows - double, bonded
Central display - 12.3-inch screen
Heated front seats, electrically adjustable
Heated outboard rear seats



Adjustable lumbar support
Inductive phone charger in the front
Heated windshield washer system
Car key in white bright chrome shine
Route-based speed adjustment
USB charging socket in the rear
Sunblinds in the rear doors
Designo package
Theft protection package with pre-installation for collision detection
AMG styling - Front spoiler, sill strips
Wider wheel arches for AMG rims
Chrome exterior package
AMG sports package exterior and interior
Seat belts in red
Electric folding exterior mirrors
Automatic dimming of rearview mirror and exterior mirrors
Welcome lighting in the exterior mirrors
Mercedes-Benz Connect - HERMES
HERMES LTE communication module
Black headliner
Tinted rear windows (tinted)
Trunk lid opening/closing sensor system
Anti-theft alarm with sensor system and siren
i-Size (successor to ISOFIX)
Large capacity fuel tank
Front passenger seat with weight sensor
Illuminated door sill
Mats - styling AMG
12V socket in the cargo area
Active pedestrian protection
Tire pressure sensor AIR BODY CONTROL
Rain sensor
Light sensor
Storage package
MB-Mobilo with DSB and GGD
eCall emergency call system
ESP® trailer stabilization function
PRE-SAFE®

FINANCE

VAT 23% invoice
Buyer exempt from stamp duty PCC-3 (2%)
VAT deductible
Gross price - 309 900,00 PLN 
Net price/export  - 251 951,22 PLN 
Possibility of financing the purchase with leasing or credit - we invite you to familiarize yourself with our
offer
We accept cars in settlement

CONTACT

SUPERVISOR SALES OFFICE



Krzysztof Kochański
504 139 746 / WhatsApp
krzysztof.kochanski@autospot.com.pl

"Nowa Stacja" Shopping Mall
Henryka Sienkiewicza 19
05-800 Pruszków, Poland

Please call in advance for a meeting and test drive.

Please confirm detailed terms and conditions of sale, equipment of the presented car, price and validity of
the offer by contacting us directly. The content of the advertisement does not constitute a commercial
offer within the meaning of the law, it is only informative content in accordance with art. 66 § 1 of the Civil
Code. The seller is not responsible for any errors or out-of-date advertisements. The only way to book a car
is to make an advance payment.

URL: https://autospot.com.pl/oferta/mercedes-benz-glc-43-amg-coupe-RLKe/


